Motor Function in Kinetochore Movement et al., 2000). KIN I (for internal) kinesin family members
have also been found at kinetochores. Unlike the other Superimposed on the structural arrangement of microtubules in the spindle is their interaction with chromokinesins discussed so far, KIN I motors do not appear to move along microtubules, but rather bind to their ends somes. At the kinetochore of each sister, a bundle of 15-30 microtubules termed the kinetochore fiber (K fiand cause depolymerization. Coordinated regulation of KIN I motor activity at K fiber plus ends could contribute ber) forms an end-on attachment (Rieder and Salmon, 1998). Most of the force production for kinetochore to the coupled cycles of microtubule depolymerization/ polymerization and kinetochore oscillation, as well as movement appears to occur at the kinetochore itself, driven by coordinated polymerization and depolymerto K fiber shrinkage and poleward chromosome movements in anaphase. ization at K fiber plus ends (Figure 2 Although we are still far from a molecular understandphase plate because they only provide strong poleward forces and do not contribute significantly to movement ing of how kinetochores work, three motor activities have been localized to kinetochores that are thought to away from the pole (Rieder and Salmon, 1994). Instead, chromosome arms are pushed away from spindle poles contribute to some aspect of their movement. Dynein/ dynactin is thought to play a role in the initial capture by forces generated at their surface by nonkinetochore microtubules, referred to as the polar ejection force or of microtubules by kinetochores, which move rapidly poleward ( Figure 2A ). Once K fibers have formed, two polar wind. This ejection force decreases with decreasing microtubule density and increasing distance from different kinesins may coordinate microtubule dynamics with kinetochore movements ( Figure 3A) . The KIN N each pole, leading to a balanced position of the chromosome arms at the metaphase plate. motor CENP-E is required for chromosome positioning at the metaphase plate. Because it is plus end-directed, Mounting evidence supports the model that plus enddirected motors on chromosome arms are responsible CENP-E could move kinetochores away from the poles along K fibers as they polymerize and maintain associafor the polar ejection force. Chromosomally localized KIN N kinesins (chromokinesins) have been identified in tion with K fiber plus ends as they depolymerize (Maney tional modifications such as phosphorylation. As we Based on functional analyses, the chromokinesins idenhave seen, changing the balance of motor activities can tified to date can be divided into two main categories. drive changes in spindle structure or chromosome Xkid/Nod family proteins are required for aspects of movement, yet the integration of motor activities is chromosome alignment, while Xenopus Xklp1, chicken poorly understood. Altogether, the many directions in chromokinesins, and Drosophila Klp38B may play a this field promise to engage spindle enthusiasts for structural role in spindle assembly itself. A useful diagyears to come. nostic assay is the analysis of spindle assembly around Selected Reading DNA-coated beads, which assemble into chromatin in Xenopus egg extracts, recruiting both Xkid and Xklp1.
